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Not the leftover...

Psalms 84:10

" One day in your court is better than a thousand elsewhere. i would rather be a doorkeeper in 
the house of my LORD, than dwell in the house of the wicked."

Have you ever been to the house of the Lord?

Yes, we have been many a times, rather every day we do...but we go to HIS house only to ask 
or to share our sorrows, where we only speak.

We have never been, to HIS house just to visit HIM or to have an interaction with HIM. We 
always went with a purpose and for our selfish needs or desires. Have you ever thought of 
spending time with HIM, where you have given HIM, an opportunity to speak?

NO... actually NOT, we always missed out on it, we gave HIM the least priority, we don’t even 
allow or bother to listen to HIM, what HE wants to convey. We are too self-oriented. We are too 
much in ourselves, that we do not even, care to wait for HIM.

Let’s be sensible, compassionate, lend our time to HIM. Time spend with LORD is the most 
valuable than any time you have spent in your lifetime.... believe me. 

Some of the DO's that we should start doing are...

1) Fix a meeting: Schedule a time for HIM. 

2) Be on time: Remember, LORD is waiting for you as HE is always before time because HE 
loves you more. Try and be 5min before time.

3) Wait patiently: Would you like to sit in meeting where you were called and the other 
person does not allow you to speak? Isn’t it selfish to sit across with LORD and you keep on 
mentioning about your worries, sorrows and wants without even giving a chance for LORD 
to speak. Allow HIM to act.

4) Don’t hurry-up.: Our LORD knows beforehand what you have got to ask...still HE wants you 
to ask to see how serious you are and how precious is your need. 

5) Wait for HIS response:  Give your time for HIM to revert. Keep your ears and minds open 
to hear HIM. HE might not speak to you which is audible but will surely revert back either
by words/ actions/ through others...any possible ways or means which is beyond our 
imagination.

6) Glorify HIM: with words of praise and worship. Tell HIM clearly that you Love HIM. Be ever 
Grateful.
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7) Last point, but the most important one.
Prioritise..."don’t keep your leftover time for LORD, after all your work...instead, should 
be other way around, keep your leftover time for other work after your meeting. 

More than keeping our list of wants, in front of our LORD, let’s schedule our time for interaction 
wherein we are in a meeting with HIM, in HIS tabernacle, which was made with most precious 
things. When we start spending time with LORD we will be like HIM, we will imbibe the qualities 
of LORD. HE will start sharing HIS secrets with us, HE will become our very dearly friend.

Let’s make HIM our BUDDY FRIEND and enjoy HIS friendship.

ENJOY YOUR COMRADERY! 
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